
This creative coastal community is not only flush with wonderful artists but it also has a wide 
range of talented film makers, technicians and collaborators who also call Muriwai home. 
As a sample of their fine and varied craft we would like to present an evening of big screen 
entertainment for your viewing pleasure.

With the theme being CONNECT, we have chosen five outstanding films – dramatic and 
documentary shorts – to be screened with the local film makers present to answer questions 
about their process and of course the films themselves.

FILM SCREENINGS $10  (R13) COARSE LANGUAGE

FILM NIGHT (WITH Q&A)
Saturday 6 April

Doors open from 7pm
Films play at 8pm
Muriwai Surf Club 

Bar open

SUNDAY MATINEE 
7th April, 2pm

THE FILMS

Lethal Ladies gets up close and personal with a cross 
section of Aotearoa’s most ferocious female fighters as 
they prepare for the Lethal Ladies fight meet.
A documentary short. 

An outcast returns to uncover a long-buried truth 
but he finds the high-country wilderness even more 
dangerous than he remembers.

A simple tale of two men and their tackle…

The King is a thematic documentary with a warm heart. 
Meet Andy Stankovich, scrap-metal merchant by day 
and sweet-voiced performer by night.
A documentary short. 

LETHAL 
LADIES

When Alice is left by her husband, she devises an 
unusual way to mend her broken heart. But is she 
making a fool of herself or striking out for a woman’s 
right to shoes? And exactly how long can she  
keep it up?

A WOMAN’S 
RIGHTS TO 
SHOES 

THE BROTHER 

BEAUITFUL

THE KING

Directed by  
Ursula Williams

Directed by  
Ursula Williams

Cinematography -  
Ian McCarroll 
(Directed by  
Summer Agnew)

Directed by  
Robyn Grace

Directed by  
Adam Stevens



LETHAL LADIES
Synopsis: Lethal Ladies gets up close and personal with 
a cross section of Aotearoa’s most ferocious female 
fighters as they prepare for the Lethal Ladies fight meet. 
There’s Wendy Talbot, who sleeps in her van so she 
can be closer to her gym, and Kelly Broerse, a former 
competitive ballroom dancer who’s found her true 
calling in the Muay Thai ring. Baby “Pitbull” Nansen, 
fresh from becoming the first New Zealand woman to 
fight at New York’s Madison Square Garden, takes us 
inside SMAC Gym to show how combat sports can turn 
lives around—just as they did for her. It examines the 
motivations and challenges of the top echelon of female 
fighting talent, and reveals the raw truth of exactly what 
it takes to get in the ring.

THE KING
Synopsis: The King is a thematic documentary with 
a warm heart. Meet Andy Stankovich, scrap-metal 
merchant by day and sweet-voiced performer by  
night. We follow him at the scrap metal yard and on  
his tour around the North Island. A classic New Zealand 
character, with a touching bunch of associates  
that remind us that there is beauty and wonder  
in the everyday.

FILMMAKER – URSULA WILLIAMS
Living in Muriwai beach, Ursula is a mother of two 
currently and works for VICE New Zealand. 

The King a short documentary film made as a part of her 
Master’s thesis (first class honours). The King won her 
the audience award at the NZIFF for best short as well 
as showcasing at the Sydney Film Festival 2016. She was 
also winner of the Inaugural Bright Sunday Emerging 
Pasifika Director Award at the 2016 Wāiroa Māori Film 
Festival for this film.

The series Zealandia, of which Ursula produced and 
directed, has been picked up by networks all over the 
globe and viewed collectively by over ten of people 
worldwide. This series has been nominated for an array 
of awards such as: Best News Video, Best Feature Video, 
Best Editorial Feature and Best Team Video at the  
New Zealand Voyager Awards 2019.

THE BROTHER
Synopsis:  An outcast returns to uncover a long-buried 
truth but he finds the high-country wilderness even 
more dangerous than he remembers.

CINEMATOGRAPHER - IAN MCCARROLL
Ian Mac is one of Muriwai’s finest, he’s also one of NZ’s 
finest directors of photography. He is an instinctive 
shooter and painter with light and illumination - as the 
director of photography he has the job of framing, 
composing and illuminating each filmic scene.
The Brother is masterfully shot and has received many 
plaudits not only here in NZ but internationally. Ian is a 
full time cinematographer and is currently shooting his 
fourth feature film. 

A WOMAN’S RIGHTS TO SHOES
Synopsis: When Alice is left by her husband, she  
devises an unusual way to mend her broken heart.  
But is she making a fool of herself or striking out for a 
woman’s right to shoes? And exactly how long can she 
keep it up? Shot in 2016 this short film has featured in 
literally dozens of festivals world wide.

FILMMAKER – ROBYN GRACE 
Robyn has worked extensively in New Zealand on many 
productions including big US funded features “30 Days 
of Night”, “Deathgasm” “Guns Akimbo”and dramas, 
“The Shannara Chronicles”, “Legend of the Seeker” 
and “Spartacus”, great New Zealand funded features 
such as “The Most Fun You Can Have Dying” and “The 
Weight of Elephants”, “McLaren” with Roger Donaldson 
Directing and “One Thousand Ropes”. She also worked 
in South Africa on the hit “District 9” for Peter Jackson’s 
company Wingnut Films. Yet to be released are Robyn 
has also directed three series of “Korero Mai” which is 
a Māori language based drama for TVNZ, and several 
episodes of The Cul De Sac – a teen post- apocalyptic 
drama series. She has also an impressive list of Producer 
credits. 

BEAUTIFUL
Synopsis: A simple tale of two men and their tackle…

FILMMAKER – ADAM STEVENS
Adam - representing ‘Ruralwai’ - has lived locally for 
almost 20 years and directs high end television/online 
commercial’s for a crust both here in NZ and abroad  
and up until last year ran a local production house - 
Robber’s Dog Films with long time collaborator Mark 
Foster. Together they made two funded shorts for the 
big screen. Beautiful, their first, was accepted into the  
New York and Sundance film festivals and won best  
NZ short in 2004. It was shot on good old 35mm film.   

ABOUT THE FILMS AND THEIR MAKERS.


